Lion's Share Compensation Plan

100% DECENTRALIZED
Welcome to a 100% Transparent and Decentralized Opportunity! It’s Time For You to Get Your Lion’s Share!!

Can you imagine being part of a company that can never go away? Will never miss a commission payment? Can never change the compensation plan? Never stores your personal information? Doesn't require an admin or company to run it?
We built our program using **Ethereum smart contract technology**, and placed it directly on the blockchain! This platform is self operating. This means it can never be hacked, or changed. **It is 100% risk free to all of our members**.

We are a worldwide company and allow members from every country in the world!

**All commissions are paid in Ethereum directly to you!**

Commissions are paid instantly and directly to our members. This is a peer to peer platform, so you never have to wonder if the company is going to pay you. It goes directly and instantly to you!

**It's Time For You to Get Your Lion's Share!!**
We give our members 32 different ways for you to earn Ethereum...daily and instantly! We offer two different platforms for you to join. We call them L1 and L2.

Each platform offers 16 different ways to earn for a total of 32! You can get started in both L1 and L2 simultaneously for as little as 0.04 ETH. This means it is affordable to anyone who wants the opportunity to earn ETH!
The L1 is where all your personal referrals are placed! 100% of the first two sales goes directly to you! The 3rd sale will go to your upline, and this will reopen your matrix!

You only have to pay one time, but you can earn forever! With our automatic reopen feature you will continue to earn commissions payments as you refer new members.

All of the people that you personally sponsor will follow you after they cycle and will create even more income on your L1 platform!

In order to earn on the L1 platform you are required to own the package that is producing the commissions! If you don't own the package the commission will be passed up to your upline, or whoever the next person in line who owns the package.

You don't have to upgrade, but as you can see there is a huge incentive for those who choose to upgrade!
The L2 package is where teamwork starts to happen! With our dynamic follow me matrix allows you to truly work as a team!

In the L2 the first 2 sales in your matrix go to your upline. 100% of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th sale are paid directly and instantly to you!

The 6th sale goes to your upline and reopens your matrix, so you can continue to earn.

You only have to pay one time, but you can earn forever! With our automatic reopen feature you will continue to earn commissions payments as you refer new members. In order to earn on the L2 platform you are required to own the package that is producing the commissions! If you don’t own the package the commission will be passed up to your upline, or whoever the next person in line who owns the package.

You don’t have to upgrade, but as you can see there is a huge incentive for those who choose to upgrade!
COMMISSION PAYOUTS

All commissions with Lion’s Share are paid directly and instantly to our members. The company is never responsible for making a commission payment.

You will never have to wait a day, a week, a month, or even a minute! Payments are made instantly to your Ethereum wallet!

Since payments are made peer to peer, Lion’s Share does not store any of your personal information or your wallet addresses.

It’s Time For You to Get Your Lion Share!
The only requirement to participate in Lion’s Share is to have your own **Ethereum Wallet**.

These are simple and free to set up! We recommend you download **Trust Wallet** if you are using an Android phone. You can also download **Meta Mask** directly on your computer. It is a simple Chrome extension.

You will want to complete the setup of your wallet before getting started.

**If you need assistance with this make sure to contact your sponsor.**
IT'S TIME TO ACTIVATE YOUR ECONOMY!